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side Captain Giuletti. Baldesi's visit was only tentative,
with both sides feeling their way. On May 26 d'Aragona
himself, the secretary-general of the General Confederation
of Labour, paid a visit to the c commandant '. Next day
d'Annunzio received Tchitcherin, the leader of the Soviet
delegation to the Genoa conference, and had a long talk
with him. D'Annunzio presented the Confederation with a
portrait of Dante, and was thanked in a letter written in the
c d'Annunzian ' style. Dante, said the letter, is the symbol of
the exile; ' lit by the sacred lamp', his face shows * the
restrained anguish of the child driven from town to town,
longing for a great nation to be renewed in the greater
empire of united nations, and abhorring the municipal
squabbles' which are raging in Italy to-day, £ more fiercely
and less gloriously ' ; the Confederation, too, was to have
c its sacred lamp, fed by the constant tears of the humble and
by the blood shed by the workers '.
This very unsuccessful effort in the style of the c com-
mandant3 was written by Turati, normally a plain and
sober writer. The fascists treated this pastiche with appro-
priate sarcasm, and made the sacra lampa the subject of endless
jokes. Actually they were extremely annoyed and disturbed
at this rapprochement between d'Annunzio and the Confedera-
tion, which still threatened to hold up their work of
destruction. Mussolini continued to treat d'Annunzio with
formal respect, acknowledged his good intentions, but stated
that: c Henceforward the situation is beyond the control of
human powers, even if they are as exceptional as those of
d'Annunzio ', and on May 30 he passed a resolution in the
Milan fascia denouncing the Soviet regime c responsible for
the treaty of Brest Litovsk 3 and the socialist c wreckers of
victory', remarking that e all the forces of plutocracy and
anti-national demagogy have tacitly chosen Gabriele
d'Annunzio as the executioner of fascism ', and inviting
fascists ' to remember nothing of d'Annunzio but his ardent
support of Italy's intervention in the European conflict, his
warlike heroism and his loyalty to victory, and to ignore his
personal attitude, which will not succeed in damaging the
National Fascist Party, henceforward victor over all its foes,
and the sole interpreter and inspirer of the reawakened

